
County Zoning Rewrite Questions to Address                
at Saturday, March 28, 2015 (11:00 am – 1:00 pm) 

 Cool Spring Terrace Civic Association (CSTCA) Special Meeting 
 

1) If legislation, legislators, planners and developers follow the road map as laid out in the current 360 

page document of recommendations, how will it affect the character of our neighborhood, (which is 

primary zoned R-R or R-50 and is treed lots with single family homes, with some undeveloped property 

that is wetlands (owned by M-NCPPC) or environmentally sensitive)? 

 

2) What changes to existing zoning can we expect, or be possible, to: 

a. The corner of Cool Spring and Adelphi Roads (now zoned R-R)? 

b. Along University Blvd – North –east of Adelphi and west of Adelphi road if the Purple Line 

comes through as laid out now (see linked maps: 

http://www.purplelinemd.com/images/archive/workshop_displays/2013-

05/maps/University%20Blvd%20Guilford%20Rd%20-%20Adelphi%20Rd.pdf and 

http://www.purplelinemd.com/images/archive/workshop_displays/2013-

05/maps/University%20Blvd%20Adelphi%20Rd%20-%20Univ%20M.pdf )? 

 

3) Please define and explain recommended changes in:  

a. “Floating” and Overlay” zoning areas. 

b. “Infill” versus “Greenfield”  

Specifically—is the property at the corner of Cool Spring and Adelphi Roads (zoned R-R) now 

considered, and would it change or be considered infill or a greenfield under these 

recommendations? 

4) How can we, the citizens, preserve and protect the limited and rare urban green space/open space and 

thus keep the existing character of our neighborhood? 

 

5) Can a neighborhood with several acres of green space be preserved or not under these 

recommendations? If not, how do you recommend we change the language in the planning document 

and legislation making it real? 

 

6) What is the process for citizens to get this done? And how can we become part of the citizen’s/activists 

focus group(s) and be regularly engage in shaping this document, recommendations and legislative 

language. 

(Developers have frequent input and paid staff regularly engaged in this process—while it appears 

citizens do not, suggesting a gross imbalance in the process.) 

 

7) Please provide many more details of the Zoning Rewrite process with steps, decision points, decision-

makers at each point, and timelines.  

(The information provided so far in the “Listening Sessions” and on the website is very, very vague. It is 

not transparent, useful, or effective from the citizen’s point of view—and appears to favor developers 
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and financiers primarily to the detriment of existing neighborhoods.) 

 

8) What would be required to protect neighborhoods from investors buying single family homes and 

renting to multiple families, driving property values down prior to redeveloping neighborhoods at 

higher density. 


